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INNFORMED goals and objectives …

1) Reinforce a systemic approach to R+I policies 

2) Introduce relevant Foresight tools and techniques
• Success Scenarios
• Road-mapping 

3) Implement two pilots in each partner country
• Technical Foresight
• Structural Foresight

4) Encourage networking of experts with experience in 
application of such tools

5) Produce a publication on Mediterranean Foresight 
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The DESIGN WORKSHOP 
at CKA premises 

in Brussels
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INNFORMED schedule of activities …

Jordan: 17 June 2008 Drivers of National R+D dynamics
18 June 2008 Solar Energy

Tunisia: 26 June 2008 Plant biotech and olive oil
27 June 2008 Structuring the Research Sector

Morocco: 24 July 2008 Renewable Energy
25 July 2008 Agriculture and Water

Egypt: 30 July 2008 Solar and Renewable Energy
31 July 2008 Research related FDI
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Results and Lessons Learned from the 
INNFORMED Workshops in AMMAN

17 June 2008: Dynamics of the National R+D System
18 June 2008: Solar Energy in Jordan
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‘OUTLOOKS’ as inputs for the Solar Energy ‘Success Scenario’ …

ALPHA Outlook: Off-track and powerless
• No Innovation System …
• Research and education system unable to keep up with international progress
• Cant even ‘follow’ international progress
• Etc …

BETA Outlook: The Dark Ages
• Little uptake of essential new energy technologies
• Failure to exploit natural advantage and important global trend
• No domestic industry reliance on imports
• Loss of export and employment opportunities
• Very high burden of care for rural poor due to high energy prices …

DELTA Outlook: Kingdom of Light (SUCCESS SCENARIO)
• 10% of total energy needs met by solar in 2020 (?)
• Affordable energy for all in rural areas
• Services in remote areas for irrigation, drinking water, telecommunications …
• Indigenous solar energy industry mainly based on ‘solar thermal’
• Exports to region, EU and world
• Host to numerous technology intensive FDI clients (photovoltaic)
• Strong well-funded R+D+I system based on S+T+E in relevant domains
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The ‘Kingdom of Light’ Action Plan

Research
• Solar Thermal technologies …
• Photovoltaic technologies …
• Storage technologies …
• Applications – heating, cooling, pumping, power generation, storage, combined systems 

for domestic and industrial use …
• Materials research - coatings, storage media …

Innovation Support
• Dedicated industry-research interface …
• Incubation and start-up financing …
• Collaboration with architects, building engineers, application sectors such as agriculture, 

industry, telecommunications, water …
• National Solar Task-force …

Market Related Initiatives and Framework Conditions
• Revised, modernized norms and building practices …
• Professional training for consultant engineers …
• Public procurement …
• Etc
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Revealed Advantages of the Foresight Approach …

Understanding ‘Non-Scientific Barriers’ to Success
• Need to address design issues to improve aesthetics of buildings (with solar)
• Lack of awareness of engineers/designers educated 20 years ago
• Need to address poor maintenance problem
• Lack of consumer protection (poor standards undermine confidence)

Clarifying the ‘Systemic Dimension’ of Sectoral Innovation
Making real progress on solar energy will require efforts of other actors including those 
involved in:

• Architecture for domestic and industrial buildings and facilities
• Authorities dealing with building standards and planning
• Designers of electrical and industrial equipment and systems
• Shapers of demand from applications sectors (water, agri, industry, tourism …)

Escalating the ‘what now?’ question of how to act in future
• There is a clear need to provide further support for research and research intensive 

enterprise in the sector. Research needs go beyond the obvious to include …
• More research will have little impact on the economy unless accompanying measures create 

the right environment for success and help ‘make innovation happen’ …
• There is a LEADERSHIP issue to be addressed … who should take the lead on this?
• This should have an impact on R+D+I Policy …
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Results and Lessons Learned from the 
INNFORMED Workshops in TUNIS

26 June 2008: Plant Biotechnology Applied to the Olive Oil Sector
27 June 2008: Structuring the R+D System in Tunisia
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Elements of the Olive Oil Roadmap 1 (Resistance to Drought …)

ROADMAP Current Situation
(ALPHA Outlook)

Success Scenario 
(DELTA outlook)

STEPS to take …

Objectives and Goals

Innovation Support

Partnerships

Capabilities

R+D

Institutional Framework

Main elements that came out of the ROADMAP:
• Scale-up breeding program …
• Improve IP management system …
• Develop relationships with nurseries and growers …
• Improve anticipatory intelligence on qualities required by buyers …
• Etc …

COMMENT: The integration of success scenario and road- 
mapping processes were the main innovation in our approach. 

These experiments raised many interesting questions about 
how to adapt the road-mapping techniques, which are 
normally used in areas like technology or product 
development, to policy issues. 

The choice of parameters i.e. the list of categories in the 
column on the left , is important, simple formulae may not 
apply and this should be addressed at the design-stage and 
maybe even adapted as the work progresses …
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Now (ALPHA Outlook) Then (DELTA Outlook) Steps to take …

??? hectares of olive trees 
currently under cultivation …

(check how many hectares are 
under cultivation today)

??? hectares will be cultivated in 2030

(insert number of hectares for the future or 
set a target in terms of % increase in area 
to be cultivated)

•

 

Develop draught resistance to 
increase area under cultivation …
•

 

Identify varieties with the highest 
level of resistance …
•

 

Develop new varieties that have 
improved levels of resistance using 
a variety of techniques …
•

 

Apply traditional techniques to 
improvement …
•

 

Introduce advanced techniques 
based for example on genetic 
engineering …
•

 

Measure and manage progress 
towards quantifiable goals …

Now (ALPHA Outlook) Then (DELTA Outlook) Steps to take …

•Informal and inter-personal 
partnerships exist
•These are ad-hoc and are not 
developed in a systematic way for 
professional purposes …

Have staff dedicated to developing and 
maintaining partnerships and professional 
networks …

Systematically involve:
•Nurseries and growers
•Processors
•Buyers
•Ministry of Agriculture
•Universities and research labs

OBJECTIVES and GOALS

PARTNERSHIPS

Elements of the Olive Oil Roadmap 2 (Further detail …)

COMMENT: There was an interesting discussion on 
how to quantify goals and set targets … even though 
there seem to be no objective measures of ‘resistance 
to drought’ … there are practical measures of the 
impact of resistance to drought …
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Now (ALPHA Outlook) Then (DELTA Outlook) Steps to take …

•Breeding for the development of 
new varieties is carried out on a 
laboratory scale …
•The quality of the work done is 
good and the system has 
demonstrated its ability to deliver 
commercially valuable results
•So far it has not been very 
successful in exploiting these
•The science is excellent but not 
on a scale sufficient to achieve 
economic goals with any degree 
of certainty …

The preliminary estimate of the scale of 
system required to achieve economic goals 
is: 
• 10 Stations
• 2 Hectares each
• 30 Researchers

All traditional breeding activity provides 
potential for realising benefits from 
advanced techniques based on modern 
genetic and bio-science technologies … 
these will still be important … new 
techniques may also be employed …

Continue with traditional breeding 
techniques, but increase the scale of 
the breeding techniques. 

New techniques may help, but these 
need to be introduced and evaluated 
…

In parallel with traditional breeding 
work it will be helpful to develop, 
or obtain and technologies for 
improving the productivity of 
traditional breeding techniques, 
perhaps using in-vitro and single- 
cell techniques to speed up 
discovery as well as robotics and 
tree growth acceleration techniques 
…

R+D

The ‘Take-Away’: To have a real economic impact the scale of the scientific activity matters. 
Scientists are used to arguing on the basis of excellence not scale. They must now argue for 
‘how big’ rather than just ‘how good’. Their ability to make such arguments could be decisive 
for the eventual success of their programmes!

Elements of the Olive Oil Roadmap 3 (Further detail …)
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Governance … Technology Transfer 
and Innovation …

Priorities and Needs … Human Resources and 
excellence …

National context and 
framework conditions 
…

1.Governance XXXXX
2.National Research System XX
3.Chambers of Commerce
4.API
5.Technology Watch – NOST X
6.Universities 
7.Science advisory at the level of 
presidency
8.Knowledge management X
9.Coordination
10.Reform of the administrative 
system

1.Technopoles, Science parks and 
Incubators  XXXX
2.Technology Platforms
3.Scientific equipment
4.Research exploitation structures
5.Start-ups 
6.Technology transfer XX
7.University-enterprise links X
8.IP system including skills and 
capabilities 
9.Applied research
10.Innovation management 
11.International cooperation
12.National cooperation
13.Contact with industry

1.Research priorities XXX
2.Industrial policy XX
3.Industrial competitiveness X
4.Industrial sectors
5.Exporting industries
6.Innovative industries X
7.Comparative advantages of the 
country X
8.Major international trends
9.Choice of key technologies 
10.The Environment
11.Society
12.Quality of life
13.Public transport
14.Public health
15.Collaboration with high-tech 
foreign companies
16.Orient research on the natural 
resources of the country
17.Socio-economic impact of 
research results

1.Human Resources X
2.Ability to attract and retain 
excellent people X
3.Quality of education XX
4.Culture of innovation XX
5.Entrepreneurial culture X
6.Education for Innovation X
7.The training of researchers
8.The match of graduate skills to 
the needs of the economy
9.Ability to attract international 
research talent
10.Excellence in research
11.Quality of research
12.Scientific publications
13.Access to national and 
international networks X
14.International of research X
15.Brain drain and underlying 
reasons for that
16.Status of the researcher
17.Working conditions
18.Salary levels of people involved 
in Science and Engineering
19.Tunisian success stories and role 
models 
20.The image of S+T 
21.Scientific Societies

1.Law / legal framework XX
2.Finance
3.R&D tax credits
4.Foreign direct investment
5.IT infrastructure
6.Sustainable cities

Brainstorming and Clustering DRIVERS of the R+D+I System …

•We generated 67 DRIVERS in 1 hour
•Clustered them and voted on PRIORITIES (see X’s)
•Picked the area of GOVERNANCE to demonstrate roadmap approach
•Focused on issues such as LEAD MARKETS and use of PUBLIC PROCUREMENT …
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Results and Lessons Learned from the 
INNFORMED Workshops in RABAT

24 July 2008: Renewable Energies
25 July 2008: Agriculture and Water
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Recent Foresight in Morocco: ‘Prospective Maroc 2030’ … Part 1

Three Main Themes …

Contribution to Understanding The Energy Challenge

• Energy
• Tourism
• Agriculture (leading to ‘Le Plan Vert’)

• Annual consumption is about 15M Tonnes of petroleum equivalent per year …
• To meet its development needs it must double this by 2030
• Morocco has no petroleum 
• 95% of its energy is imported
• Energy = 20% of all imports
• Energy = 50% of its trade deficit
• 20% = burning of wood
• Needs to increase energy consumption at the rate of 4% per annum and electricity 
consumption at a rate of 5-6% per annum.
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Opportunities for Morocco

Water Relater Issues

• Wind
• Solar
• Hydro-electricity (200+ micro-sources)
• Bio-fuels
• Biomass
• Nuclear power, oil shale, oil and gas

• Reduced capacity of dams (micro-supplies)
• Food security
• Reduced growing seasons (180 to 110 days)
• Reduced availability of renewable water (29B to 25.5B m^3 p.a.)
• Reduced availability of ‘transportable’ water (20B to 17B m^3 p.a.)
• Challenge for Bio-fuels and Biomass

Recent Foresight in Morocco: ‘Prospective Maroc 2030’ … Part 2
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The Development of a 

SUCCESS SCENARIO 

can be described as a formal 
process, with well specified tasks 
being performed in a certain order 
…

Due to the demonstration nature 
of the workshops we organized, 
not all workshops were conducted 
in the same way and not all 
processes were followed to 
completion ..

The ROADMAP step is essential 
to describe how a success scenario 
is to be achieved …
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Renewable Energy: Technology DRIVERS …

Sources de l’énergie
•Solaire (1)
•Eolienne (2)
•Hydro-électrique (3)
•Bio-mass (4)
•Marées
•Rochers Bitumineuses
•Géothermale
•Recyclage
•Nucléaire

Technologies de base
•Nanotechnologies
•Nouvelles matérielles
•Surfaces sélectives
•Biotechnologies
•Technologies de l’Information 

Les Applications
•Agro-alimentaire
•Désalinisation
•Irrigation 
•Bioclimatique
•Télécommunications
•Hammams …
•Zones enclaves
•Systèmes adaptes au besoins locales
•Systèmes hybrides (Eol. + p.v. + …)
•Cuisines solaires

Autres
•Stockage
•Réseaux d’expertise
•Efficacité énergétique
•Technologies de construction
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1) There is a national strategy for energy but this is essentially a set of very high level ideas and there is an 
execution gap …

This suggests a need for ROADMAPs that connect high level goals and long-term targets with more 
operational goals that are meaningful to actors with a short and medium term horizon 

2) Most researchers are teacher-researchers. Their research is driven by the needs of M. Sc. and Ph.D. 
related theses. The funds available are modest. The only ‘guidance’ for researchers is the formulation of 
competitive programmes. There are few ‘signals’ to coordinate efforts at laboratory level. There is 
dispersion of effort, duplication and maybe even waste. 

This suggests a need for initiatives that are driven directly by industry whether at the level of sectoral 
association, company, entrepreneur or major end-user from an energy intensive sector ...

3) Due to uncertainty of financing and inability to engage in ambitious long-term projects  there is a lack of 
continuity of effort. Many experts and researchers rely on outside funding to provide continuity to their 
research activities. 

This suggests a need for ring-fenced research funds tied to the achievement of short term goals perhaps via 
industry driven sectoral rolling programmes … perhaps TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS are a model …

4) The involvement of industry is very low. Research intended to benefit a sector has a low impact on the 
sector. 

This suggests a need to create competition, demand for better services, a culture of innovation. The public 
sector can pay a role by creating LEAD MARKETS and using the leverage of public procurement. It could 
be interesting to explore use of incentive such as R+D tax credits and a range of R+D+I incentives that go 
directly to industry, rather eventually to industry via academia … perhaps RESEARCH VOUCHERS …

Systemic Issues that Arose During Discussion …
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Results and Lessons Learned from the 
INNFORMED Workshops in CAIRO

30 July 2008: Solar and Renewable Energy
31 July 2008: Research Related Foreign Direct Investment
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1) After presentations and discussions the SUCCESS SCENARIO is elaborated in an 
interactive fashion using a number of major headings or sections such as:
• An Encapsulating Statement …
• Market Penetration and Demand …

• Official Targets
• Stretch Targets

• Industrial Capacity …
• Policy and regulatory support …
• Technological basis…
• Contribution of research and education system …
• Environment …
• New relationships between business, government and academia …

2) This eventually leads to a document that is one or two pages long, that describes in 
some detail what the sector will ‘look like’ as a favourable or PREFERRED 
FUTURE scenario …

3) The idea is then to work backwards from this to develop a ROADMAP for how to 
reach the specific goals described in the success scenario …

Some Remarks on the ‘Success Scenario’ Process in Egypt …
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Elements of the Egyptian ENERGY ROADMAP …

By 2030 Egypt will have emerged as a lead country in the Mediterranean and African 
regions in solar technologies … it will be a key exporter of solar energy to Europe, as well 
as a key manufacturer of solar equipment meeting domestic and regional demand and with 
growing exports to EU and other countries:
• 10% of electricity will come from solar 
• It will install Solar Water Heaters at the rate of 1.8M square meters per year.
• Solar Desalination will produce 5M cubic meters of water per year 
• This will come mainly from solar-thermal and PV powered Reverse Osmosis …

By 2020 Egypt will have achieved:
• 7000 mw wind
• 2M square meters of domestic solar water heaters
• 500mw of Photo-voltaic systems
• 20% of electricity production (ex. water heating) will be from renewable energy made up 
of 8% hydro, 10% wind and 2% solar

Actions to be Taken: 
• Large-scale demonstration programmes …
• Demand generated by competition … a role for FDI …
• A Role for Public Procurement … can it be used as a lever for innovation?
• Etc
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Overview of the work on ‘Research Related FDI’ …
1) A BRAINSTORMING session on DRIVERS under the following headings:
• Cost Factors
• Geographical Factors
• Policy and related drivers
• Social Factors
• Technical and Scientific Issues

2) Generated a list of 41 DRIVERS affecting the R+D off-shoring trend that included:
• Intensifying competition
• Rising cost of R+D
• Scarcity of engineering and scientific manpower
• Increasing complexity of R+D
• Specialization
• Internationalization of R+D
• Desire to supply large and fast growing markets
• Physical proximity to global manufacturing bases … etc …

3) Produced 2 RECOMMENDATIONS for the ACTION PLAN (ROADMAP):
• Study the organisation of industrial research globally and in MEDA countries …
• Setup an FDI / R+D interface to support the work of FDI agencies such as GAFI …
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The 8 workshops generated 200 documents. These can be 
referenced or re-used. Outputs from these workshops can be 
reused as inputs to new ones …
They are available from the website at www.INNFORMED.org
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Proposals for FUP + APOLLO Projects: Part 1

Mediterranean Plant Performance based on biotechnologies including genetic engineering 
applied to understanding and improving the performance of crops of importance for the 
Mediterranean region.

There are many institutes in the Mediterranean dealing with:
- Water and arid zone issues
- Plant tolerance to a-biotic stresses (drought, salinity …)
- The modernisation of Agriculture
- Economics or agriculture, land, water and the environment …

A preparatory project is needed to:
- Develop the network of actors for innovation and not just research
- Formulate a regional agenda
- Establish preliminary targets

This project would submit a request for regional funding to :
- Develop world class capabilities in relevant areas of S+T
- Setup a system for goal-setting and periodic revisions of targets and agreed goals
- Setup a system for monitoring progress and communicating with stakeholders
- Encourage and facilitate the participation of industry
- Provide for the mobility of actors with Europe and within the ‘wider neighborhood area’ …
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Proposals for FUP + APOLLO Projects: Part 2
SOLAIRITY to develop a regional innovation system for solar and wind energy in the 
Mediterranean region. This initiative could address a variety of issues such as:
• Development of new technologies …
• Demonstration of mature technologies …
• Technologies at different scales such as domestic, industrial, government facilities …
• Specialized Applications: For remote areas, for green-houses, for industrial drying …
• Combined Applications: Heating AND generation, water-pumping AND desalination …
• Systems: Integration with local grids … feed-in, export or energy, energy storage …
• Lead Users and Public Procurement
• Architecture and design
• Building standards
• Consumer confidence and protection
• Training and skill upgrades
• The service economy (leasing of systems, maintenance contracts etc …)
• Competitive Differentiated Energy markets
• Benchmarking (also energy-per-unit-output as a proxy for innovation in the economy …)

NOTE: Check out http://www.medisco.org/ … Mediterranean food and agro-industry solar 
cooling technologies …

http://www.medisco.org/
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Proposals for FUP + APOLLO projects: Part 3
Foresight ‘CLUB SANDWICH’

The EU funded FEMISE association supports research on a wide range of socio-economic issues of 
importance for the Euro-Mediterranean region. It has more than 70 member organisations. Its 
website is at www.femise.org

The EUROMESCO initiative is a ‘policy and security’ related network of more than 80 institutions 
that supports research and research networking on Mediterranean related issues. Its website is at 
www.euromesco.net

Networks such as these generate a lot of research which is relevant for policy but which needs to be 
made more actionable from a policy users perspective. Part of the missing link is foresight.  One of 
the goals of a ‘sandwich’ project is to use Foresight to batter link policy related research with policy 
processes by developing and piloting foresight activities that draw upon the outputs of these projects, 
to involve stakeholders, and communicate outputs in a more policy friendly way.

This network should continue the foresight related training, networking and capacity building that 
was started in INNFORMED, extending it to all countries in the region, and broadening its scope to 
include related techniques such as Technology Assessment.

One of the goals could be to help develop the capabilities of national actors so that they could 
introduce foresight more generally within the national R+D+I systems, for example to all nationally 
funded research labs, professional associations and innovation centers. 

http://www.femise.org/
http://www.euromesco.net/
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The INNFORMED website … www.INNFORMED.org
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